
Have To

Name: Date: __/__/20__

_______________________________________ in that thick darkness!1.
(what perils/he/might/not/run/?)

What perils might he not have to run

When you have worked with them, when you have lived with them, you
________________________ how they feel, because you feel it yourself.
2.

(not/wonder)
do not have to wonder

The pain __________________ patiently.3. (past/passive/bear)had to be borne

____________________________________ that he would come to her,
after she had taken upon herself to break that promise which had been
conveyed to him, when she bent her head over his arm?

4.

(what right/she/would/hope/?)

What right would she have to hope

I _____________ what I am doing.5. (do)have to do

He ___________________________ himself at all to match in the human
and emotional realm the stupendous discoveries and deductions of science.
6.

(not/stretch)

does not have to stretch

You __________________ appearance, you know.7. (keep up)have to keep up

Robert Louis __________________________ that his little run up the
street was a financial success-that much was understood.
8.

(past/not/explain)
did not have to explain

And _______________________________________ themselves in
readiness?
9.

(why/my commandos/should/keep/?)
why should my commandos have to keep

I __________________ that a thing is black one day and white another.10.
(not/say)

have not to say

So I ______________ back on my own experience.11. (past/fall)had to fall

I _____________ the means at my disposal.12. (past/use)had to use

A good kind of lantern to find their eyes with is a dark or police lantern, as
you ____________________ them on your head to find their eyes.
13.

(not/put)don't have to put
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And so the man _________________.14. (past/give up)had to give up

I ______________ my eyes to it.15. (past/shut)had to shut

He _______________________ the knocker; the door stood open on the
inside gloom of the hall; he walked into it and saw no one about, the servants
having assembled for a fatuous consultation in the basement.

16.

(past/not/lift)

did not have to lift

We ______________________ very long.17. (past/not/wait)didn't have to wait

We _______________ that gale all the way.18. (meet)have to meet

We _______________________ the title though.19. (shall/change)shall have to change

It was perfectly thrilling to feel that she had aroused a deep regard in any
one's heart, but, oh, ________________________ some one who fell so
short of her standard of what a true prince must measure up to?

20.

(why/it/past/be/?)

why did it have to be
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